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Start every job with ZipWall ®.

Do it
right.
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ZipWall®  
Dust Barrier System

  Quick & easy 

  Minimizes disruption

  Maximizes client satisfaction

  Presents a professional image

  Saves time & money

Supports compliance with safety regulations –  
EPA RRP rule and Silica Rule for Construction



DUST BARRIER SYSTEM

FOAMRAIL™ TAPELESS SEALS 

zipwall.com          800-718-2255

ZipWall® – The only complete dust barrier system. Spring-loaded poles create a dust barrier 

up to 20' high using plastic sheeting or ZipFast™ reusable panels. Entryways to the barrier are easy to add with ZipWall® zippers or 

the new Magnetic Door™. Sealing all sides of the barrier tightly takes seconds with FoamRail™ tapeless seals. Complete with specialty 

items and ready-to-use kits, the ZipWall® system provides professional contractors quick & easy dust protection solutions.

SPRING-LOADED POLES

Set up a dust barrier in minutes 
 — no ladders, no tape, no damage!

ZIPPERS & DOORS

Start every job 
with ZipWall ®.
 Remodeling
 Renovations
 Drywall
 Painting & Sanding
 Floor Finishing
 Restoration
 Remediation
 Abatement
 Demolition
 Concrete Cutting
 Safety Compliance

FEATURED PRODUCTS

Magnetic Door™

Reusable Barrier Material Barrier PassThrough™

Magnetic Strips

Sticky Mat
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Use the ZipWall ®  
Dust Barrier  
System anywhere!
  Healthcare
  Hospitality & Retail
  Manufacturing
  Government
  Education
  Transportation
  Property management
  Residential



zipwall.com    800-718-2255

Patented

DUST BARRIER SYSTEM

ZipWall® 10 4-Pack The perfect starter kit!

ZipWall® 10 2-Pack

Plastic sheeting not included

ZipWall® 10
Great for residential jobs 
Set up a tight dust barrier up to 10' high  
in just a few minutes with ZipWall® 10 spring- 
loaded, twist-locking poles. 

  Strong and lightweight stainless steel construction

  Telescope up to 10' high (from 4'2")

  Innovative non-skid, non-marking head and plate

No ladders, no tape, no damage

Use with plastic sheeting or ZipFast ™ reusable panels.

ZIPPOLE ® SPRING-LOADED POLES

Save  
time & money.

Improve  
safety!

ZP4

ZP2



Patented
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DUST BARRIER SYSTEM
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ZipWall® 12 2-Pack ZipWall® 12 6-Pack

ZipFast  ™ reusable barrier panels and plastic sheeting not included

ZipWall® 12 4-Pack The perfect starter kit!

ZipWall® 12
Ideal for both commercial  
and residential jobs
Set up a tight dust barrier up to 12' high  
in just a few minutes with ZipWall® 12 spring- 
loaded, twist-locking poles.

   Strong and lightweight anodized aluminum  
construction

   Telescope up to 12' high (from 4'7")

   Innovative non-skid, non-marking  
head and plate

No ladders, no tape, no damage

Use with plastic sheeting or ZipFast ™ reusable panels.

ZIPPOLE ® SPRING-LOADED POLES

SLP4

SLP6

SLP2

Save  
time & money.

Improve  
safety!
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Patented

DUST BARRIER SYSTEM

ZipWall® 20 2-Pack

Plastic sheeting not included

ZipWall® 20
Indispensable for high ceilings  
— great for smaller jobs too
Set up a tight dust barrier up to 20' high in just a few minutes 
with the versatile ZipWall® 20 spring-loaded, twist-locking 
poles. Perfect for standard-height ceilings as well.

 Strong and lightweight anodized aluminum construction

 Telescope up to 20' high (from 5'2")

 Innovative non-skid, non-marking head and plate

No ladders, no tape, no damage

Use with plastic sheeting or ZipFast ™ reusable panels.

ZIPPOLE ® SPRING-LOADED POLES

KT20

Reach high ceilings 
without a scissor lift  
or scaffolding!

Save  
time & money.

Improve  
safety!
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DUST BARRIER SYSTEM
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ZipWall®  
Dust Barrier Plastic Sheeting
Perfect for setting up a dust barrier

 White plastic provides privacy without blocking light 

 3 mil thickness is substantial and easy to work with

 10' × 50' size is perfect for creating a continuous barrier

 Comes in a convenient dispenser

 Works with all ZipWall® poles

 Made in USA

No ladders, no tape, no damage

SPECIALTY ITEMS

PY50

NEW! Poles not included
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Patented

DUST BARRIER SYSTEM

ZipFast™ Reusable  
Barrier Panels
An eco-friendly alternative  
to plastic sheeting
Machine-washable panels zip together to quickly build  
a dust barrier as wide as needed.

   Durable fabric with built-in heavy-duty zippers

  Easy to use – no measuring or cutting

    Conceals worksite mess and provides privacy 

    Reusable, neat and professional

No ladders, no tape, no damage

REUSABLE BARRIER PANELS

Zip panels together to fit 
the width of the job!

For use with ZipWall ® poles and accessories. 

Multi-Packs include three 5' × 12' panels, one 2'6" × 12' panel,  
and a ZipWall ® carry bag.

Panels available as singles: 10' × 12', 5' × 12', and 2'6" × 12'.

ZF10
ZF5ZF2

ZFMP

Poles not included
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DUST BARRIER SYSTEM

Patented
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FoamRail™ Tapeless Seals
Seal a barrier tightly without 
tape in seconds
Innovative rails mount onto ZipWall® spring-loaded poles  
to form a tight seal against the ceiling, floor, and walls.

  Quick and easy to set up

  Reliably maintains the seal for the duration of the job

   Can be used with negative or positive air

  Reusable and cost-effective

No ladders, no tape, no damage

TAPELESS SEAL RAILS & WALL MOUNTS 

NEW! FoamRail Span™ Mini Adjustable Tapeless Seal
Extends from 2'3" to 4'

SDPK

SidePack™ Wall Mount Kit

NEW! SideBridge™  
Wall Mount

FoamRail Span™ Adjustable Tapeless Seal
Extends from 4'3" to 8'

Floor Adaptor  
for ZipWall® 10/12/20

Poles not included
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DUST BARRIER SYSTEM

ZipWall® Dust Barrier 
Magnetic Door™ Kit
Self-closing hands-free access  
to the job site
Quick and easy to install. Powerful self-closing  
action maintains a tight seal. Durable and reusable. 

  Adjustable header bar for ease of installation  

   Specially designed magnetic strips create a continuous  
seal around the door 

   Fabric panel features a clear plastic window

   Self-closing magnets are sewn-in

  Can be used with positive or negative air

No ladders, no tape, no damage

Patent pending

ZIPPERS & DOORS

Magnetic strips snap 
together to form a  
tight seal.

Easily handles  
high traffic!

Door panel dimensions: 7 '2 " × 4'7 "

Header bar extends from 3'1" to 4'9"

Works with all ZipWall ® poles

For ZipFast ™ or plastic sheeting barriers

Flame 
Retardant

Class A

Class A Flame Retardant
(in accordance with Chapter 8 of 
the International Building Code)

MDK

Poles not included
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DUST BARRIER SYSTEM

Patent pending
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ZIPPERS & DOORS

M3070

Door panel dimensions: 
7 '2" × 3'4" 

(in accordance with  
Chapter 8 of the 

International Building Code)

Snaps onto 
steel frame!

Flame 
Retardant

Class A

NEW! 

ZipWall® Steel Frame Magnetic 
Door™ Kit 3070
Quickly seal a 3' ×7' commercial 
doorway with a self-closing door.
Powerful self-closing magnets maintain a tight seal while allowing  
hands-free access.

 Reusable, easy to set up

 Magnetic strips quickly attach door panel to the steel doorframe

 Pockets along the door panel keep magnetic strips secure

 Door panel features a clear plastic window and a 10" × 12.5" pocket 

No ladders, no tape, no damage
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DUST BARRIER SYSTEM

Patent pending
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ZipWall® Dust Barrier PassThrough™

Easily and quickly pass a duct hose 
through a ZipWall ® barrier.
Resealable opening for passing a duct hose up to 14" in diameter through a 
ZipWall® barrier. Perfect for setting up negative air pressure on the job site. 

 Quick & easy to install

  Supports the weight of any duct hose while maintaining the integrity                      
of the barrier

  Ideal for remodeling, demolition, drywall, restoration, remediation, and any 
jobsite in a sensitive environment like healthcare

 Works with all ZipWall® spring-loaded poles

 Reusable, neat and professional 

No ladders, no tape, no damage

SPECIALTY ITEMS

NEW! Poles, plastic sheeting, and hose not included

Patented clamp 
mounts onto any 

ZipWall ® pole.

Opening diameter: 14"  ZPT
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DUST BARRIER SYSTEM

Patent pending
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MagStrip™  
Dust Barrier Fastener
Keep your barrier tight against  
a drop-ceiling between poles
Attach magnetic strips to the steel grid using a ZipWall® pole  
and the specially designed applicator.

 Fast to set up and remove

 Magnetic strips snap onto the metal grid

 Applicator works with any ZipWall® pole

 Reusable and professional

No ladders, no tape, no damage

SPECIALTY ITEMS

MS4

Unit includes four 26" magnetic strips and one applicator.

NEW! Poles not included
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Patented

DUST BARRIER SYSTEM

ZipDoor® Kits
Seal any doorway in just a minute
Quickly cover a doorway to provide an airtight seal  
with zippers for easy entry and exit. 

   Airtight, heavy-duty zippers are preinstalled

   ZipWall® double-sided tape securely holds ZipDoor®  
while protecting the doorframe surface

  Flap hooks hold door open for easy access

  Save hours on jobs with numerous doors

Quick & easy to install!

ZipDoor® Commercial Door Kit  
Door panel dimensions: 5' × 8.5 ' 
Class A Flame Retardant
(in accordance with Chapter 8 of the 
International Building Code)

ZipDoor® Standard Door Kit
Door panel dimensions: 4' × 7.5'

ZIPPERS & DOORS

Flame 
Retardant

Class A

Use for lead-safe work 
practices required  
by the EPA for covering 
doors.

ZDS

ZDC
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DUST BARRIER SYSTEM
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ZipWall® Heavy-Duty Zippers
Quickly create an entryway in a plastic 
barrier wherever you need it
Durable self-adhesive zippers attach to plastic sheeting and specially 
designed ZipperKnife™ double-cuts the plastic to prevent jams.

  7'-long, 3"-wide heavy-duty zippers withstand high traffic

  Flap hooks hold entryway open for easy access

No jams, easy access

ZipWall® Heavy-Duty Zipper 2-Pack

ZipWall® Heavy-Duty Zipper 12-Pack 

ZIPPERS & DOORS

Patented 
ZipperKnife™ 
sheeting  
cutter prevents 
zipper jams!

HDAZ2

HDAZ12

Patented
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DUST BARRIER SYSTEM

ZipWall® Mat
Prevent tracking dust out of the 
work area
Adhesive surface captures dust on contact.

   Reusable base with non-skid vinyl backing

   Starter kit includes one adhesive pad preinstalled

   Clear disposable adhesive sheets are individually tabbed  
and numbered — simply peel away the top sheet to expose  
a new surface

   Large adhesive surface removes dust from shoes, casters,  
and wheels

ZWTMR

ZipWall® Mat Refill  
Each unit includes four 30-sheet refill pads 
(24" × 36"; fits ZipWall® Mat base). 

ZWTM

ZipWall® Mat Starter Kit  
Each unit includes one base with one 30-sheet 
pad (base: 25" × 37"; mat: 24" × 36").

SPECIALTY ITEMS

Helps comply with  
lead-safe work practices 
required by the EPA.
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DUST BARRIER SYSTEM
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Each unit includes five ZipWall ® 12' spring-loaded poles, six FoamRail Span™ 
Adjustable Tapeless Seals, one FoamRail ™ Tapeless Seal 2-pack, four wall mounts,  
five Heads and Non-Skid Plates, five GripDisk™ Non-Slip Pads, two Floor Adaptors,  
one ZipWall ® Heavy-Duty Zipper 2-pack, one ZipDoor ® Standard Door Kit, two 
Edge™ Heads & Non-Skid Plates, one ZipFast ™ Reusable Barrier Multi-Pack, and  
carry bags.

ZipFast ™ Reusable Barrier Multi-Pack includes three 5' × 12' panels, one 2'6" × 12' 
panel, and a carry bag.See zipwall.com/patents for patent information.

DUST BARRIER KITS

ZipWall®  
Dust Barrier Toolkit
Arrive on the job ready to set  
up a dust barrier in minutes
Everything you need to create a dust barrier up  
to 16' wide and seal it on all four sides.

   Loaded with time-saving products that can be  
configured to solve most dust barrier needs

  Easy to transport in two convenient carry bags (included)

  Works with all ceiling types including drop-ceilings

No ladders, no tape, no damage
Plastic sheeting not included.

ZWTK
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Patented

DUST BARRIER SYSTEM

Edge™ Head & Non-Skid Plate
Ingenious solution for drop-ceilings
The specially designed head & plate holds a barrier where  
a drop-ceiling meets the wall without lifting the grid or tiles.

   Uses the wall angle to secure the barrier without bending  
or lifting the ceiling

  Fits all ZipWall® spring-loaded poles

Note: For use on the first and last poles only. Use standard head & plates  
for all other poles.

SPECIALTY ITEMS

EPH1

Secures the barrier 
without lifting the grid!
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DUST BARRIER SYSTEM
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TAPELESS SEAL ACCESSORIES

Patent pending

FA10 FA12

FA20

ZipWall®  Floor Adaptors
Seal a dust barrier at the floor  
in seconds

 Lock into the bottom of any ZipWall® pole with just a twist

  Adapt any ZipWall® pole to simultaneously seal at the ceiling 
and the floor 

  Available in three sizes to fit ZipWall® 10', 12', and 20' poles

Patent pending

Snap onto any  
FoamRail ™  
tapeless seal

For product warranty information visit zipwall.com/warranty.

Flame retardant products are Class A flame retardant in accordance with Chapter 8 of the International Building Code.

ZipWall ®, ZipPole ®, and ZipDoor ® are registered trademarks of ZipWall LLC, Arlington, MA. Edge ™, FoamRail ™, FoamRail Span ™, GripDisk ™, Kit20 ™, Magnetic Door ™, 
MagStrip ™, PassThrough ™, SideBridge ™, SideClamp ™, SidePack ™, SidePress ™, Slide ™, SLP ™, T-Clip ™, ZipFast ™, ZipFast Hatch ™, ZipHook ™, and ZipperKnife ™ are 
trademarks of ZipWall, LLC, Arlington, MA.

Copyright © 1996 – 2020 all rights reserved.

zipwall.com/patents

Long 
SideBridge™ 
works 
around 
baseboard 
radiator

SideBridge™ Wall Mount
Tightly seal a barrier along a wall  
in seconds
Snaps onto a FoamRail Span™ and holds it against the 
ZipWall® pole closest to the wall to form a tight seal.  

 Seals up to 8' along the wall with one FoamRail Span™ 

  Comes in two sizes – standard size for most jobs and a long 
size for walls with obstacles such as baseboard radiators  
or crown moldings

 Works best with ZipWall® 12 and ZipWall® 20 poles

SBR4

Each unit contains two standard  
and two long wall mounts.

ZipWall LLC
37 Broadway, Arlington, MA 02474, USA


